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Fast Migration to SDN/NFV

 Better Utilization of Hardware and Software
 Load Balancing Heavy Services on Existing Hardware

 Adding New Service on a Hardware with Low Utilization

 Reusing Software Licenses When Not in Use

 Less Costly Maintenance
 Virtual Switching Functionality with Flexible Configuration

 Less Physical Cabling and Almost No modification in Physical Topology

 Beauty of the Ideas: Your Engineers Enjoy It
 Just as a Trend (Fashion?): Your Engineers Feel They Need to Know It
 Soon There Might be No Traditional Hardware



Risks of New Technologies

 Old Problems May Evolve
 You still may have a “Failed Engine” when flying with your Helicopter as it is 

possible for our car. But can you call a service man to come to you while 
flying in the sky as you do with your car? Old ordinary problems may 
become fatal.

 A collision with low speed will not even damage two cars but the same may 
kill passengers in the case of two helicopters.

 New Problems Are There
 A windy weather may cancel your flight with your helicopter. We normally 

did not check the speed of the wind when switching our car on

 You should know the location of power cables over the streets not to crash 
into it with the helicopter. Something that is not considered when driving a 
car.



Old Problems Evolved in SDN/NFV
 Malware Running on the Hypervisor and Orchestrator

 No way to search for isomorphic patterns of viruses/worms/backdoors

 No way to run a polymorphic/metamorphic virus/worm/backdoor in a sandbox

 All running and backup systems could be infected without any solution within the guest VM, 
container or jail

 Not detected for years as an advanced persistent threat (APT)

 Remote Memory Dumps
 Liquid nitrogen spray could freeze the DRAM and then it will keep its data even if removed from 

computer

 Cold boot attack requires physical access to the hardware

 Hypervisor, Docker or Jail Manager all can read the memory of guest instance

 (D)DoS by Manipulating Intermediate or Target Node
 Can orchestrator move a function to a hardware to make that hardware extremely busy?

 Can a hypervisor reduce the RAM size or the number of CPU’s to make a virtual server sluggish?

 Can a virtual packet switching function be tampered to reduce a bandwidth?

 Topology Modification for Eavesdropping or Man in The Middle Attack
 A virtual Switching system could be added between two existing ones with specific software on it

 A copy of the packets might be redirected to a suspicious destination

 The connections might be hijacked



New Problems with SDN/NFV

 Somebody is using your power and bandwidth without permission
 Is it Possible to run a VM (or container or Jail) without permission?

 There will be no physical evidence for this happening

 This was possible before ONLY as BYOD in front of CCTV cameras

 Want that appliance? Take this File.
 In many IaaS configurations, a few files define an appliance

 Transferring those files might be for load balancing or reconfiguration

 Want that hard disk? Take that file.
 It was possible before ONLY by having physical access to hardware

 Is it a routine backup or data theft?



How to Predict the NFV 
Vulnerabilities and Weaknesses

 It is too late when the attack has happened
 Security verification could be as per check list
 Different approaches to complete the checklist:

 Brain storming of security experts to write the list

 Hardening NFV architecture components as items in list

 Mapping an existing list into NFV architecture 

 Mapping an existing structured security classification into the domain of 
NFV to cover all existing aspects and predicting the possible new 
aspects



A Structured Security Classification

A taxonomy of security issues could cover all aspects
 Security Issues

 Consequential Approach
 Motives
 Acting Agent
 Tools Used
 Targets
 Media
 Affected System Components



Targets
 Protocol as a target for sniffing, corrupting or modifying

 Equipment as the target of attack for data/IP theft, service interruption/destruction
 Hardware as the target of attack to make temporary and/or permanent damage

 End Node (Client or Server)

 Forwarder (Intermediate) Node such as 

 OS as the target might be under attack or tampered/infected

 Application might be modified to do something more/less than expected

 Environment as LAN/VLAN/VxLAN/MAN/WAN/SAN/Subnet/Site might be attacked

 Owner of the attacked equipment might be the target
 Unknown

 Colleague

 Employer

 Competitor in the business or other competition

 Enemy



Business Competitor

When the criminal sees the target of attack as a competitor:
 The criminal has to hire a professional to stay hidden
 Hired professional uses advanced tools.
 Hired professional can attack all the components of NFV/NFVI
 The newer and the more sophisticated the less security:

 Orchestrator

 Hypervisor

 This could be:
 Gaining remote access as the administrator of orchestrator or hypervisor 

 Sending some false packets in the management plane



Conclusion

 Security of NFV seems more important than other technologies
 The NFV Security Checklist will be helpful
 We can sketch the scenarios of attacks to complete the checklist
 One (some) scenario for each item in the security taxonomy
 The classification of NFV security issues as the base for checklist
 The checklist could be standardized for reference
 Everybody could help to team up and to complete the checklists
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